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Konichiwa*
Futura
Welcome to a new level of clean

Experience our new Futura smart toilet: gentler 

on the skin, soothing and hygienic routine for an 

elevated sense of wellness and comfort.
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* Hello
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In a world of constant innovation, 

where technology transforms 

every aspect of life, Sanitana 

introduces the future of personal 

hygiene. Inspired by Japanese 

culture, we bring a new concept 

to your intimate care: the Futura 

smart toilet. Would we still feel 

clean if we rubbed absorbent 

paper all over our skin instead of 

having a shower? Probably not. 

When we consider cleanliness, we 

picture the refreshing flow of water 

and so do the Japanese. 

Today, amidst growing interest 

in personal care, the desire for a 

clean, refreshed and secure feeling 

after your most intimate of activ-

ities intensifies. That is why our 

new Futura smart toilet combines 

design with visionary technology 

to harness the power of water 

for unparalleled cleanliness and 

comfort. Experience a revitalizing 

alternative with gentle, natural 

cleansing and elevate your bath-

room experience to new heights 

of well-being.

Redefine your 
intimate routine
Technology meets comfort
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Indulge in post-shower luxury with Futura’s warm-air dryer, 

offering fast and gentle drying for ultimate comfort. Tailor 

your experience with four adjustable temperature settings, 

ensuring a soft and perfectly customized drying sensation.

Gentle and efficient drying

Easily set the cleaning spray water temperature to match 

your personal preferences with four adjustable levels. 

Fresh and cool at ambient temperature or choose the 

warming comfort of one of its three heat settings.

Tailored water temperature

Japan inspired skin bliss

Envelop yourself in the art of perfect skin care 

with an adjustable spray and a comforting 

supply of warm water, for a soothing cleanse.

Serene 
Rituals
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Explore new cleaning rituals with Futura smart toilet. 

Discover its front and rear wash modes and how they 

ensure a powerful cleaning experience and perfect 

freshness and comfort.

Tailor the spray strength to your unique preferences. 

Futura offers the flexibility to adjust the wash pressure, 

providing a spectrum of options from soft and soothing to 

a more intense spray across three levels.

Experience the soft forward and backward motion of the 

cleansing spray. Revel in the versatility of its adjustable 

settings and its thorough oscillating movement, ensuring 

a consistently clean experience.

Easily reposition the cleaning spray as needed. Designed 

for maximum adaptability, it offers five different positions 

to achieve the perfect distance for your individual needs, 

with impressive performance every time.

Front and rear wash modes

Adjustable spray pressure

Pure hygiene in motion

Customizable cleansing setup
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SERENE RITUALS

Your smart toilet,
Your settings
At the touch of a button

At Sanitana we are all about comfort. We know 

you expect your bathroom experience to adapt 

to you and Futura follows suit. Take  control over 

your cleansing routine and effortlessly choose 

your preferred settings with its convenient remote 

control or the practical side panel. 

Your desired water temperature. 

Refreshingly cool or soothingly warm, the 

choice is yours for the cleaning spray.

Your perfect drying warmth. Futura’s 

warm-air dryer ensures gentle drying with 

four adjustable temperature settings.

Your chosen spray intensity. From gentle 

to a more intense pressure spray, pick the 

power setting that suits you.

Your perfect spray position. Achieve 

optimal performance every time by 

adapting the spray arm position.



Pristine at all times

Immerse yourself in unparalleled hygiene. Every design 

choice was crafted to ensure immaculate cleanliness — 

for both user and toilet. 100% Purity guarantee.

Zen 
Cleanliness

Discover effortless hygiene with Futura’s rimless toilet. 

Eliminating the inner channel in which water used to flow 

means bidding farewell to hidden bacteria in corners and 

crevices and welcoming the cleanest toilet ever.

Unmatched rimless hygiene
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Futura ensures hassle-free upkeep with an easily 

extractible spray arm. Keep your smart toilet pristine by 

effortlessly removing the spray arm for thorough cleaning, 

ensuring long-lasting comfort and peace of mind.

Experience a superior flush with Futura’s rimless toilet. 

Engineered for efficiency, its water distribution system 

propels water with greater force in a 360° swirling flow 

ensuring thorough cleaning with minimal water usage. 

With Futura’s smart hinge design, cleaning has never been 

easier. Simply remove the toilet seat for thorough cleaning 

by releasing each side – one at a time – and gently tilt the 

seat slightly for an effortless extraction.

You can rest assured that hygiene is our top priority. That 

is why before and after each use, Futura’s automatic 

cleaning program meticulously sanitizes the spray arm, 

ensuring optimal cleanliness and safety.

Removable spray head 

Powerful vortex flush

Take-off toilet seat

Automatic cleaning assurance
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Precision in 
Cleanliness

ZEN CLE ANLINESS

The cleanest toilet ever

Futura smart toilet meticulous attention to detail 

ensures impeccable hygiene. Its ingenious details, 

from a rimless design to a practical removable toilet 

seat, guarantee a 100% hygienic toilet experience.

Detachable spray head. For a more thorough 

cleaning, Futura’s smart toilet spray arm head 

is easily removable.

Self-cleaning spray arm. An automatic 

cleaning program ensures pristine cleanliness 

before and after each toilet use.

Vortex power amplified. Its rimless design 

creates a powerful flush, effectively cleansing 

the bowl’s surface.

Quick release seat and cover. Futura’s smart 

hinge design enables an effortless removal of 

the toilet seat for a thorough cleaning.
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Experience convenience with Futura’s intuitive remote 

control, easily accessible and wall-mountable within arm’s 

reach. Navigate every function effortlessly, selecting your 

preferred settings with a simple menu interface.

Accessing basic washing and drying functions is effortless 

with the panel located directly on the seat. This auxiliary 

side control allows the use medium settings with average 

temperatures, medium pressure and spray position.

Intuitive remote control Convenient on-seat controls

Haven of convenience

Experience comfort like never before. Our features, 

including an ergonomic seat, remote control and 

nightlight, embody the epitome of convenience.

Harmony 
in Comfort
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Futura’s soft-close seat and cover ensure quiet and 

gentle closure, minimizing noise and potential damage 

for a peaceful and durable bathroom experience. Enjoy 

tranquility with every use.

Experience optimal support with our ergonomic seat 

design, ensuring unparalleled comfort. Crafted with 

precision to complement your body’s contours, it 

promotes optimal posture and relaxation.

An embedded presence sensor in Futura ensures that 

operations like washing and drying are activated solely 

when the seat is occupied. This design prioritizes user 

safety and efficient energy usage.

Our thoughtful design incorporates a soft nightlight at the 

back of the seat, providing guidance in the dark without 

disturbing your peace. Choose from four adjustable 

modes: off, on, night mode or a combination of these.

Soft-close serenity

Ergonomic comfort redefined

Intelligent presence sensor

Guided comfort in the dark
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Tailored experience 
at your fingertips

HARMONY IN COMFORT

Effortless user customization

Empower your experience with customizable 

features. Use the practical remote control to 

adjust water or air temperature, intensity and 

position to suit your preferences.
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Position function

Functions adjustable:

- Spray arm position (5 levels).

Temperature function

Functions adjustable:

- Water temperature (4 levels);

- Air temperature (4 levels).

Front wash function

Functions adjustable:

- Water temperature;

- Water pressure;

- Spray head position;

- Oscillating movement.

Rear wash function

Functions adjustable:

- Water temperature;

- Water pressure;

- Spray head position;

- Oscillating movement.

Stop function

Stops any active function.

Drying function

Functions adjustable:

- Air temperature.

Pressure function

Functions adjustable:

- Water intensity (3 levels).



Innovation you can count on

Count on Sanitana engineering and technology 

from installation to water consumption.

Trust in reliable 
technology

Floor-standing toilet Wall-mounted toilet
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CONSUMPTION
Flushing water volume - Full / Half-flush 4,5l / 3l Adjustable
Energy consumption (stand-by) <0,7 W
Maximum power input 1700 W
Spray water flow rate - frontal spray 0,45 – 0,55 – 0,65 l/min
Spray water flow rate - rear spray 0,65 – 0,75 – 0,85 l/min

CONNECTIONS
Water pressure 0,05 Mpa / 0,9 Mpa (0,5 bar - 9 bar)
Outlet direction Horizontal
Power supply 220-240 V AC
Frequency 50/60 Hz

COMFORT
Water temperature (4 levels) OFF / 33 / 36 / 39ºC
Drying temperature (4 levels) OFF / 40 / 50 / 60ºC
Drying air flow rate 8,5 m/s
Weight 55 Kg (±1 Kg) 31 Kg (±1 Kg)

SAFETY
Safety devices - water Fuse and Thermostat
Safety devices - drying Fuse

CERTIFICATIONS
Protection class IP X4
Certifications CE/ RoHS / WRAS / KTW (W270)

SAFETY NORMS
Sanitaryware standards EN 67001 and EN 997 (CL1-4/5-VRII and CL2)
Safety in domestic appliances IEC 60335-1, IEC 60335-2-84 and IEC 60695-10-2
Electromagnetic compatibility IEC 61000-6-2 and IEC 61000-6-4
No pollution of drinking water EN 1717 and EN 13077
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FUTUR A

Simple, smart
installation
Hassle-free experience
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Single water inlet. Simplified installation 

with one inlet, intelligently distributing 

water between cistern and spray arm.

Standard power supply. Futura requires 

no special electrical installation, 

simplifying any refurbishment project.

Straightforward remote control setup. 

Easily install the remote control support 

with adhesive or screws.

Concealed connections. Hide water and 

power outlets behind the WC for a clean, 

wire-free appearance around the toilet.

Inside installation system

SI02 0087 9300 000

For Futura wall-mounted toilet

> wall and floor-mounted application

> drywall construction application (recessed)

> dual flush 3/6l (adjustable to 3/4,5 or 2/4 litres)

> structure in thermo-lacquered steel and cistern with 

insulation that complies with CE EN-14055 standard

> compatible with Inside operating plates



Sanitana

Zona Industrial de Anadia

Apartado 45 - 3781-909 Anadia (Portugal)

E-mail: info@sanitana.com
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All product references shown are represented with spaces to facilitate consultation and memorization. However, please note that Sanitana’s coding system does not include these 

spaces. The products illustrated in this catalogue may not correspond exactly to the final product due to catalogue’s graphic concept and the constraints inherent to the means of 

reproduction. For technical and/or commercial reasons, Sanitana reserves the right to introduce modifications to prices, materials or other technical specifications contained in 

this catalogue, without prior notice. Shapes, dimensions, finishes and other characteristics of the products are for guidance only. 

Unless otherwise stated, all measurements are in millimetres (mm). 


